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ABSTRACT
Automatic generation of Virtual Reality (VR) worlds which adapt to physical environments have been proposed to enable safe walking in VR. However, such techniques mainly focus on the avoidance of physical objects as obstacles and overlook their interaction affordances as passive haptics. Current VR experiences involving interaction with physical objects in surroundings still require verbal instruction from an assisting partner. We present ARChitect, a proof-of-concept prototype that allows flexible customization of a VR experience with human-in-the-loop. ARChitect brings in an assistant to map physical objects to virtual proxies of matching affordances using Augmented Reality (AR). In a within-subjects study (9 user pairs) comparing ARChitect to a baseline condition, assistants and players experienced decreased workload and players showed increased VR presence and trust in the assistant. Finally, we defined design guidelines of ARChitect for future designers and implemented three demonstrative experiences.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern commercial Virtual Reality (VR) systems (e.g. Oculus Rift and HTC Vive) commit to achieving complete immersion in the virtual world yet come at the cost of losing spatial awareness of physical surroundings. Since virtual and physical realities intrinsically overlap in space, movement and actions of users in the physical environment directly affect their experiences in the virtual world. For example, bumping into physical obstacles may be dangerous and contacting objects in the physical world that are not rendered in VR may lead to Breaks in Presence (BIP) [19] from confusion.

Recent work has attempted to address this dilemma by deploying 3D reconstruction techniques to construct a virtual world that corresponds to the physical environment. This is typically done through scanning the physical environment using an RGB-D camera either a priori [41] or on-the-fly [8] to produce a depth map and procedurally generating a virtual scene with similar geometry. However, depth maps are often incomplete (filled with gaps) and lack semantics (unable to differentiate between interactable objects such as chairs and non-interactable objects such as walls and obstacles). Hence, such approaches have mainly been used for mapping coarse geometries not intended for interaction, e.g. horizontal planes as walkable areas, and overlook the blending of physical objects as passive haptics in the virtual space. Nonetheless, prior research has found that receiving haptic feedback from touching physical objects registered with virtual proxies increases presence in the virtual world [26]. Therefore, there have also been efforts for the automatic mapping of physical objects to virtual counterparts from an existing database of 3D models. Unfortunately, state-of-the-art methods barely achieve satisfactory accuracy [4], are too time-consuming and computationally expensive to run on embedded devices [40], and do not generalize well to an immense number of unannotated object classes in-the-wild [11]. More importantly, current mapping methods
primarily concern 1-to-1 mapping using models of the same object class to the physical object (such as mapping a virtual sofa CAD model to a physical sofa). However, we argue for the merits that physical props should be able to be repurposed for a new functionality in the virtual world. For example, a physical umbrella may be repurposed as a shovel in the virtual experience. In addition, if the mapped 3D model does not complement the theme of the virtual world, the user may be constantly reminded of their physical reality and subsequently lose focus of the alternative virtual reality, resulting in BIP.

Evidently, current systems that intend to transfer knowledge of the physical world to VR through an automated approach are still filled with challenges. Hence, current VR experiences involving interactions with objects in physical surroundings still require verbal instruction from an assisting partner [1]. This gives rise to an interesting, untapped area for exploration – to bring together the best of both worlds (assistant’s physical world and player’s virtual world) through a human-in-the-loop, multi-user system.

We propose ARchitect, a proof-of-concept prototype that explores the construction of a physically aware virtual experience through exploiting the asymmetric dynamic between two users, one as the “Assistant” in AR and the other as the “Player” in immersive VR. We capitalize the distinct perspectives of the shared experience in the following manner: As the Assistant walks through the environment, the mobile device scans the scene and coarse geometries such as horizontal planes are highlighted to aid the Assistant. The Assistant, who sees the physical world, then superimposes physical objects with virtual proxies in consideration of affordances [14] and theme consistency to design a virtual world. The Player may then experience the virtual world, built by the Assistant using the physical world as a template, with physical interactions and real walking. In a user study, we compared ARchitect to a baseline condition (Assistant guiding Player through verbal instructions only), demonstrating that Assistants showed decreased workload and Players experienced decreased workload, increased VR presence, and increased trust in the Assistant. We further explored the design space of ARchitect by defining design guidelines for future designers and implementing three demonstrative experiences.

In summary, our contributions are three-fold:

• A proof-of-concept prototype exploring an asymmetric dynamic as a novel approach to building a virtual experience. Our method considers physical world geometries and interaction affordances with human-in-the-loop.

• Insights from a user study exploring user dynamics with ARchitect and its effects on workload for the Assistant and workload, VR presence, and trust in the Assistant for the Player, and demonstrating its advantages compared to a baseline.

• Design guidelines for future designers of ARchitect and implementation of three example experiences to illustrate the design space of ARchitect.

RELATED WORK
Our work spans three areas of research: real walking in virtual reality, passive haptics, and asymmetric collaboration.

Real Walking in Virtual Reality
Prior work has shown that real walking in VR strengthens presence [45][39]. Due to the difficulty of accurate translation between physical and virtual space, many commercial VR experiences simply develop a physical space identical to the virtual one. For example, The VOID [3] provides a pre-configured physical room for players to walk in.

More recent literature has focused on identifying a “walkable area” so that the user may safely move around a physical environment while avoiding collisions with obstacles. RealitySkins [36] pre-scans the physical environment to generate a matching virtual floor plan with similar geometry. Hirt et al. [21] extracts the wall outlines of an environment to define a walking area. Scenograph [32] divides the large virtual scene into smaller virtual scenes to facilitate real walking in a finite tracking volume. RealityCheck [18] blends physical world objects and geometries into the VR rendering pipeline. Oasis [41] constructs a complete model of the physical environment from 3D reconstruction to procedurally generate a virtual scene with safe walkable areas. VRoamer [8] detects obstacles and extracts walkable areas on-the-fly to instantiate pre-authored virtual rooms that align with walkable areas or generate doors for undiscovered physical areas. However, prior work mainly focuses on the avoidance of obstacles by restricting the user to a walkable area and potential utilization of passive haptics for interaction in the VR experience is neglected.

Passive Haptics
A major factor contributing to BIP [19] in a virtual experience is the phenomenon where a user may pass directly through a virtual object with the absence of haptic feedback. Passive haptics, a method of augmenting a high-fidelity visual virtual environment with low-fidelity physical objects, solves this pitfall [26][30][22]. Low et al. [31] adopts styrofoam walls to construct geometrically simplified scenes with AR projections. FlatWorld [35] integrates modular panels which may be rearranged between experiences to match different virtual scenes. Real Virtuality [5] conducts full-body tracking to allow interaction with physical objects registered with markers. Annexing Reality [20] opportunistically overlays virtual proxies on to physical objects based on their salient primitive shape and size. Substitutional Reality [37] pairs physical items to virtual counterparts and explores how discrepancies affect believability. iTurk [6], TurkDeck [9], and Mutual Human Interaction [7] explore the idea of orchestrating human workers to facilitate passive props. In our work, we adopt the benefit of interactions with passive haptics through human-in-the-loop pairing of physical objects to virtual proxies.

Asymmetric Collaboration
Asymmetric collaboration has been applied in VR research where an asymmetric setup, e.g. Head-Mounted Display (HMD) vs. non-HMD, is exploited to create a shared experience from two perspectives. In many cases, such collaborative efforts inherently create a power dynamic where a user in one
setup predominantly receives guidance from a user in another setup. For example, Stafford et al. [42] introduces the concept of “god-like interactions” where one user in first-person AR is guided by another user with a tabletop surface which contains a virtual representation of the AR user’s world. Dollhouse VR [25] presents a similar, asymmetric setup where the non-HMD user acts as a “designer” with a bird’s-eye view, and the HMD user as an “occupant” of the virtual room, to collaborate on an interior designing process. Oda et al. [34] establishes an asymmetric collaboration where a remote expert manipulates virtual replicas of physical objects in a local environment to guide a local user. ShareVR [15] visualizes the virtual world to non-HMD users through floor projection and external mobile displays for collaboration on game tasks between HMD and non-HMD users. While ARchitect does not emphasize “collaboration”, we borrow from the concept of asymmetric collaboration to a new domain where we utilize the relationship of asymmetric views between users for the task of translating physical world geometries and affordances.

**DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION**

**Design Rationale**

We designed ARchitect with three central objectives in mind. Our first design objective is to allow flexible customization of a virtual experience that reflects the physical environment. More specifically, we aim to ensure both the Player’s physical safety and sense of presence in the virtual world through an understanding of interaction affordances of objects present in the physical world. To achieve this, we utilize a second participant which we name as the Assistant (human-in-the-loop). The Assistant sees the world in AR and may overlay virtual proxies on top of physical objects to construct the virtual world. The benefit of this approach is that the Assistant is capable of considering various factors when translating the physical environment to virtual space of which generative techniques do not offer. For example, the Assistant may consider affordances of physical objects to repurpose object functionality, themy consistency from a qualitative perspective, and material texture for passive haptics.

The introduction of the Assistant gives rise to our second design objective which is to ensure that the process of building the virtual experience is straightforward and requires minimal effort to achieve simple operations. Hence, while we chose not to adopt generative techniques for building our virtual environment, as largely adopted in previous literature (presented in subsection 2.1), we nonetheless implemented various automated techniques for scene understanding. These implementations do not replace the human worker but more act as an aid to eliminate the tedious mechanical work for completing certain desired operations such as aligning a virtual proxy to the same level of the physical floor. Furthermore, another design consideration is whether to frame the partnership between the Player and the Assistant to be synchronous or asynchronous. We resolved to model our system as asynchronous – the Assistant, who is the experience designer, first builds the virtual world in AR and the Player, who may be a VR layperson, then enters the experience following the Assistant’s completion. The major considerations leading to this decision were that assuming a synchronous model: (1) it would be dangerous for the Player to explore a virtual world with holes still yet to be mapped by the Assistant and (2) having new virtual objects appearing spontaneously may also lead to BIP for the Player.

Finally, our third design objective is to promote easy adoption of our system for the general public. Previous generative techniques for translating physical environments to virtual scenes are either done offline [41] or require extensive hardware support [8]. This is due to the substantial computation required for a complete pipeline of scene understanding and world generation. In our setup, we replaced the world generation component with the Assistant and managed to strip down the scene understanding component so that it may run in real-time on a modern mobile device while preserving competent accuracy for planar detection, tracking, and so on. Therefore, our design has low barriers to entry. For example, our design can accommodate a large classroom scenario where an instructor is the Assistant and students are the Players. It is less feasible for each student to have an expensive HMD. In addition, the majority of the system’s scene understanding implementations were built with Unity’s ARFoundation which gives cross-platform support to both ARCore for Android devices and ARKit for iOS devices.

According to our design objectives, we have defined the major components of our system as the following: Scene Understanding, the Affordance Recommender, the Placement Algorithm, Tracking, and the Game Engine (Figure 2). The following sections outline the implementation of our system, including (1) hardware and software setup, (2) definition of virtual elements, (3) scene understanding, (4) the affordance recommender and tracking, (5) AR placement and interface for the Assistant, and (6) switching from AR to VR.

**Hardware and Software Setup**

ARchitect was implemented using the Unity engine in C# and ran on a Google Pixel 3 XL mobile device (Qualcomm Snapdragon 845, 4GB RAM, Dual 8MP + 8MP rear camera, 3,430 mAh battery, 2960 x 1440 display). We used a custom Google Cardboard (cut-out in front for mobile device camera) to view the virtual experience.
Definition of Virtual Elements
We have defined the virtual world to be composed of five types of virtual elements: scene, boundary, obstacle, interactable, and game (Figure 3a-e). Scene elements are static elements (such as sky and terrain) which only contribute to the virtual experience visually. Boundary elements are virtual proxies used by the Assistant to map physical boundaries such as walls of the room. We have picked virtual objects which functionally represent boundaries (wooden fence and brick wall) for the Assistant to use. Obstacle elements are another set of virtual proxies which the Assistant may use to indicate the message of “danger ahead”. Again, we picked virtual objects which functionally represent obstacles (traffic cone and wooden barrel). Interactable elements are virtual proxies that suggest possibilities of interaction. We designed two tasks in our user study to experiment with interactable elements: sitting down on a chair and grabbing an umbrella. We have selected virtual objects that afford the interactions of sitting (tree stump and rock) and grabbing (shovel and pickaxe) for the Assistant. Finally, game elements are items, randomly placed by the experimenter, to guide the Player through the experiment storyline (mushroom and mushroom crate).

Scene Understanding
Planar detection is an essential feature for providing an effortless AR experience for the Assistant. We used Unity’s AR-Foundation to discern distinct feature points and further detect horizontal surfaces. To anchor superimposed virtual objects to its corresponding physical space, we performed both world tracking (device position and orientation) and tracking of reference points (particular points in space). Furthermore, we added light estimation (average brightness and color temperature in physical space) and a vertical directional light source to add a layer of realism by casting shadows and maintaining a consistent color tone for the virtual proxies.

Affordance Recommender and Tracking
The affordance recommender, implemented using image classification, reduces the manual effort for the Assistant. When ARchitect detects an interactable in the physical scene (e.g. chair) in AR mode, the system automatically recommends bundles of virtual proxies with matching affordances (e.g. tree stump, rock) to the Assistant (Figure 4). These recommendations may be accepted or overruled by the Assistant. We adopted Inception V3 [44] with weights pre-trained on ImageNet [12] for image classification.

In VR mode, we also tracked the positions (bounding box) of physical interactables by performing object detection and estimated positional tracking in 3D coordinate space (6DOF) to ensure that interaction tasks are completed by the Player (e.g. must be holding a physical umbrella to hold a virtual shovel in-game). We adopted the relatively lightweight MobileNet-SDD [24] with weights pre-trained on the COCO dataset [29] for object detection. For both image classification and object detection, we used the TensorFlowSharp (C# implementation of TensorFlow) plugin for Unity (60 FPS). We performed inference once for every 15 frames to reduce processor load.

AR Placement and Interface for Assistant
We implemented a set of intuitive interactions for the Assistant to build the virtual world using an AR interface. The system first prompts the Assistant to scan the floor (Figure 5a). After briefly scanning the floor with the device, detected horizontal planes are visualized as green polygons. We use raycasting to estimate the positions of the detected horizontal planar surfaces in 3D space so that the Assistant may then superimpose virtual proxies over the physical world. To anchor a virtual proxy in the physical world, the Assistant may drag-and-drop an icon representing the virtual object onto a green polygon (Figure 5b). After the icon intersects with the horizontal plane, it is replaced with a 3D model of the virtual object which is initialized with auto-rotation to face the Assistant. Releasing the finger from the screen pins the virtual object to its last corresponding physical location. The virtual object may be further translated by long-press drag (Figure 5c), rotated by two-finger twirl (Figure 5d), and resized by two-finger pinch (Figure 5e) [2]. To remove a virtual object, the Assistant may drag the object out of the green polygon (Figure 5f).

Switching from AR to VR
After the Assistant finishes mapping the virtual world, the mobile device is switched to VR mode, encased in a Google Cardboard, and given to the Player. The screen is split into a two-screen VR display with the fisheye effect corrected with a barrel distortion shader. The Field of View (FOV) is optimized with respect to the mobile device. The AR camera is kept running to track and pin virtual proxies to physical space but the camera feed is visually occluded from the Player by applying a culling mask and replaced with scene and game
elements in addition to boundary, obstacle, and interactable elements placed by the Assistant. Therefore, the front of the Cardboard has a cut-out for the mobile device’s camera.

USER STUDY
We conducted a within-subjects user study to evaluate participants’ experience of presence, trust, and workload between our proposed method and a baseline. In the baseline condition, the Player was required to complete the same tasks (presented in subsection 4.4) while immersed in the virtual world, but without virtual proxies embedded through AArchitect in correspondence with physical objects. Therefore, Players saw a virtual world with scene and game objects and without barriers, obstacles, and interactables (Figure 3). Players did not see physical (real) objects. Instead, the Assistant guided the Player through vocal instructions to navigate and interact with the physical environment. This is currently a common method adopted by spectators to ensure the safety of a Player in a typical VR gameplay scenario [1]. We opted for vocal instructions as baseline because we felt it is effective for conveying the affordances of physical objects. Since our work focuses on incorporating interaction affordances, state-of-the-art physical obstacle avoidance systems [8][41] which consider all physical objects as obstacles were not adopted as baseline.

Our main research questions were: (RQ1) How would the level of presence for the Player be affected in the virtual world constructed with AArchitect? (RQ2) How would the use of AArchitect to map physical objects to virtual proxies affect the Player’s trust in the Assistant’s ability to ensure safety? (RQ3) How would the levels of perceived workload for both the Assistant and the Player in completing their respective tasks change with the use of AArchitect?

Study Design
The independent variable of the study was the System (proposed versus baseline). The participants worked in pairs to play a virtual experience (MushroomHunt); they were assigned to be either the Player or the Assistant. In the experimental condition, the Assistant built the VR experience using AArchitect first and then switched the platform for the Player to perform the game tasks in VR asynchronously without intervening in the gameplay. In the baseline, the Assistant guided the Player through the VR experience via speech synchronously.

The dependent variables were presence (RQ1) measured using the Slater, Usoh, and Steed’s presence questionnaire (SUS) [46], trust (RQ2) measured with the Dependency component of the Trust in Close Relationships questionnaire [23], and workload (RQ3) measured by the NASA TLX questionnaire [17]; all questions were represented in a 7-point Likert scale. More specifically, we measured the presence, trust, and workload of the Player and only the workload of the Assistant after experiencing each system (AArchitect and baseline).

Procedure
We conducted the user study in a quiet laboratory furnished with interactables (chair and umbrella) and obstacles of various sizes from tables to soccer training cones. After getting participants’ consent, we first collected information about individual background and measured the trust of the Player in the Assistant using the Predictability component of the Trust in Close Relationships questionnaire. This was to verify that there existed organic trust between the pairs of participants whom were recruited jointly and ensure that the later measured trust (using the Dependency component of Trust in Close Relationships questionnaire) reflected users’ feeling with respect to the tested System. For clarification, we measured trust in addition to workload and presence because previous work has shown that trust is a key component for maintaining a sustainable partnership between asymmetric users [16]. We then flipped a coin to decide their respective roles randomly (one participant named the Assistant and the other became the Player). Each pair went through both the proposed method and the baseline method with the roles they were assigned to. We counterbalanced the order of the conditions: that is, half of the pairs experienced the baseline first then AArchitect, and vice versa. The room setup was rearranged between each session to lessen the possibility of spatial memory from the preceding session causing unfair advantage in the later session. Upon finishing each session (AArchitect or baseline), participants were requested to complete the aforementioned questionnaires and were asked some questions regarding their reasoning. We also performed fly-on-the-wall observations and video recordings during each session and a more in-depth post-study interview with the participants. The study lasted for approximately 30 minutes for each pair.

Participants
For this study, we recruited 18 participants (6 female, 12 male) aged from 20 to 30 (mean=22.39, SD=2.79) from our institution. All participants were recruited in pairs (i.e., 9 user pairs) through flyers and word-of-mouth with the requirement that they are friends and have adequate trust in each other under a cooperative scenario. We conducted background surveys with the participants (7-point Likert scale) at the beginning of each study. Overall, participants were moderately familiar with VR (mean=4.83, SD=1.38) and 11 participants who had

![Figure 5. Operations for configuring a virtual proxy over the physical scene using AArchitect: (a) scan the floor, (b) place the virtual proxy, (c) translate the virtual proxy, (d) rotate the virtual proxy, (e) resize the virtual proxy, (f) remove the virtual proxy.](Image)
previous experience with VR used it for entertainment. In addition, there was generally low interest from participants in investing in a new HMD device within the next three months (mean=1.67, SD=0.84) with cost being the primary concern (mean=5.17, SD=1.79).

**Task**

We implemented an experience called *MushroomHunt* for our user study. This experience consisted of the task of the Assistant guiding the Player to the combined goal of collecting six virtual mushrooms that were placed in a physical room.

Using ARchitect, the Assistant, given an AR interface on a mobile phone, was capable of seeing the physical setting of the room and had the job of overlaying virtual proxies on top of physical objects. A virtual proxy may be either a barrier, an obstacle, or an interactable, depending on the affordances of the physical object. A barrier served the purpose of confining the Player’s walkable area, an obstacle signaled the Player to walk around a physical object, and an interactable conveyed the affordances of a physical object to the Player so that it may potentially be utilized to complete in-game tasks through interaction. Particularly in this experience, there were two types of virtual interactables which corresponded to physical interactable objects that afforded grasping (umbrella) and sitting on (chair). The Assistant’s mission was to overlay the virtual interactables above the physical objects so that the Player may know the size, position, and orientation of the real-world objects by viewing their virtual counterparts in VR. For each physical interactable object, ARchitect provided at least two designs of virtual proxies offering the same affordances for the Assistant in AR. For example, virtual proxies for sitting interactables included a tree stump and a rock.

After the Assistant was finished with building the virtual world, the mobile device was encased into a Google Cardboard and given to the Player where ARchitect was switched to the VR mode. The Player’s tasks were as follows: First, the Player needed to find a virtual shovel (an umbrella in reality), grab it with his/her hands, and use it later to dig up virtual mushrooms for points. Second, the Player was free to physically walk around. The goal was to pick three mushrooms placed randomly in the virtual scene while avoiding obstacles and boundaries (Figure 6). When the Player stuck the shovel out in close proximity to a virtual mushroom, the mushroom was collected (implemented by comparing world coordinates of Player and virtual mushroom). Third, after successfully collecting three mushrooms, the system signaled that the Player was tired and was required to sit down for a rest (Figure 7). While doing so, the Player was to physically sit on the chair which was indicated by a virtual interactable of the same affordance (sitting). Fourth, after restoring energy, the Player then proceeded to fetch the remaining three mushrooms in the scene. Fifth, once done, the Player approached a randomly placed mushroom crate (exit checkpoint) to store the collection and complete the session.

For our baseline condition, we asked the Player to perform the same tasks of grabbing the shovel, collecting three mushrooms, sitting down to rest, fetching the remaining three mushrooms, and storing the collection in the mushroom crate. However, the virtual proxies that represented physical boundaries, obstacles, and interactables were unavailable and the Assistant had to verbally instruct the Player to avoid bumping into boundaries and obstacles and describe how to approach interactables.

Overall, we designed the task to encourage the Assistant to consider the affordances of physical objects, weaving interaction with passive haptics naturally into a narrative storyline.

**EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ANALYSIS**

**Quantitative Results**

Scores for presence, trust, workload (for Assistant), and workload (for Player) were analyzed through a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Figure 8 shows an overview for comparison between ARchitect and the baseline. We further examined the quantitative results with informal interviews conducted after each experience (ARchitect or baseline) which focused on asking participants their rationale behind answering the questionnaires.

**Presence**

Players reported a significantly higher VR presence (SUS) using ARchitect (mean=6.31, SD=0.32) compared to the baseline (mean=4.02, SD=0.63) ($F(1,8)=265.10$, $p<0.001$, $\eta^2=0.86$). All Players stated that they felt a “higher sense of presence” in the virtual environment with ARchitect compared to the baseline. Six Players indicated that they enjoyed the natural interactions with passive haptics from physical objects and expressed that the haptic feedback added more realism to the virtual world. In addition, Players were not distracted by the Assistant (baseline involved verbal instructions from the Assistant which led to BIP). This also led to other interesting findings. For example, Players expressed that they were more confident in their actions despite being completely immersed in the virtual world without immediate supervision from the Assistant. Furthermore, Players stated that they treated all virtual obstacles equally, whether or not they corresponded to actual physical obstacles, and attempted to avoid them in their navigation.

**Trust**

Players reported a significantly higher trust in the assistant (Dependency component of Trust in Close Relationships) using ARchitect (mean=6.67, SD=0.32) compared to the baseline (mean=5.27, SD=0.75) ($F(1,8)=60.83$, $p<0.001$, $\eta^2=0.63$). Players generally trusted that the placement of virtual proxies
by the Assistant was “accurate”. They stated that compared to verbal instructions, visual indications seemed much more trustworthy, especially when involving interactions (grasping, sitting down on) and in obstacle avoidance. Interestingly, Assistants also experienced higher trust in themselves in giving out correct instructions for the partner Player. Assistants stated that with the baseline, they lacked the knowledge on how the virtual scene appeared and were hence uncertain about how to give certain instructions to the Player. On the other hand, Assistants were able to visualize what the Player would see in the virtual world with ARchitect’s AR implementation to give certain instructions to the Player. On the other hand, Assistants also enjoyed the capability of easily mapping physical objects with virtual proxies offering matching affordances. Two Assistants expressed that they “wouldn’t bump into furniture in the house” and an Assistant who is a secondary school teacher stated that he would like to “introduce this to his students” because it was “really intuitive to use” and “engaging”. Nonetheless, one Assistant preferred the baseline stating that “speaking was more personal” and “greater for bonding”. Another Assistant suggested a mix of the two by adding live voice communication in ARchitect.

“What did you like or found easy about our system?” All Assistants found the AR UI “easy to use” and interaction controls to be “natural” (drag and drop and resize, rotate, and translate finger gestures). They also found the assistive scene understanding implementation to be “very helpful” (planar detection, edge detection, recommendation with classification, “shadows were realistic”). Moreover, Assistants also generally felt that the models for virtual proxies were “well chosen” and had “good representation”. For the Players, they felt that the storyline was “fun” and “engaging” and that the virtual environment was “vivid” and “realistic”. Many Players were particularly excited when talking about the involvement of passive haptics (“When I sat on the virtual tree stump, I thought I would fall right through but there was actually something physically there”, “I loved how I could physically scoop up mushrooms with my shovel”)

“What did you not like, found difficult or frustrating about our system?” Three Players stated that they felt dizzy after the VR experience although the dizziness did not affect task performances. Two Assistants mentioned that it was sometimes frustrating to “perfectly align virtual proxies over physical objects”, especially in individual cases where many virtual proxies overlap. One Player stated that while the virtual tree stump was “still believable” to a degree that it could be sat on, it nonetheless had a “different feel (material texture) than expected”.

“How would you improve the system?” Two Players requested adding full body tracking to make the experience “even more realistic and immersive”. Some Players said that the virtual proxies for obstacles should be “even scarier” (e.g. fire, spikes) and also wanted the addition of animation and sound to virtual objects. Two Assistants expressed that they

Figure 8. Means and standard deviations of presence, trust, workload (Assistant), and workload (Player) scores comparing ARchitect and the baseline. Error bars are standard errors.
would like the capability to do “more incremental adjustments” in translation, rotation, and resizing and also proposed smart “snapping” capabilities for object alignment.

Discussion

One clear benefit of ARchitect compared to the baseline is its better capability of providing navigational information. In the baseline condition, Assistants generally provided instructions incrementally (e.g. “turn left by 45 degrees” and “walk two steps backward and sit down”). This phenomenon may be analogical to “fog view” where only a small finite distance in a radius around the observer, in this case the Player, is “visible”. For example, since the understanding of instructions, such as the length of a step, may differ between the two parties, it would be difficult for the Assistant to provide instructions for long-term actions such as “walk 12 steps forward, turn around, and sit down” accurately. This resulted in the Player being unaware and concerned about the safety of surroundings that were not in close proximity and hence walking extremely slowly and cautiously. The uncertainty of the Player may be further aggravated by the fact that quantitative measures, such as exact walking distance or exact degree of turning, were unavailable to the Assistant, making extrapolated estimations highly prone to errors. This resulted in five out of the nine Players accidentally bumping into obstacles or missing interactables by small offsets in the baseline condition. Conversely, after the Assistant had mapped physical objects to virtual proxies with correct positioning, scaling, and orientation with ARchitect, the Player could easily plan a safe route to walk and also knew how to interact with interactable objects. With ARchitect, Players could independently discern the entire physical surroundings (using virtual counterparts), effectively eliminating the “fog view” phenomenon.

Being able to visualize the physical environment through virtual proxies also significantly increased the enjoyment and confidence of Players in task completion. Although Players were allowed to ask the Assistant questions in the baseline condition, Players walked across the map at a much faster pace, completed tasks quicker with higher degrees of accuracy, and seemed less worried about safety and more engaged in playing through the narrative storyline. The total time spent by Assistants and Players on completing their tasks asynchronously using ARchitect (mean=308.44 seconds, SD=35.10) was generally shorter and more consistent than the total time spent on the baseline condition (mean=365.89 seconds, SD=64.22) (F(1,8)=10.08, p<0.05, η²=0.26). Players were also much less dependent on following the exact instructions given by the Assistants and explored the virtual world more thoroughly.

Players were also generally more positive and less cautious in interacting with passive haptics based on qualitative observations during the studies. In the baseline condition, since interactables were invisible to the Player, the Player could only infer the interactables through descriptions from the Assistant. This resulted in Players often extending one hand cautiously towards the location of the interactable, then performing a swaying motion until the hand collided with the interactable, and finally feeling around the interactable to get a sense of its shape before performing the interaction of grasping or sitting. On the other hand, with ARchitect, Players skipped actions for “testing the waters”, performing interactions that corresponded to the affordances of the virtual proxies directly. While there may still be some discrepancies in haptic information (such as in shape, weight, material) between a physical object and a virtual proxy, Players were generally not confused with the mismatch based on post-study interview feedback. For example, many participants stated that they believed they were holding a physical shovel throughout the experience, unaware that it was actually an umbrella. This phenomenon may be supported by prior work done by Warren et al. on visual-proprioceptive interaction which suggests that as long as discrepancies between visual and haptic information are not too large, visual information dominates and the discrepancies do not adversely affect the user’s virtual reality experience [47]. Hence, Players seemed to really enjoy the incorporation of passive haptics in their experiences.

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND EXAMPLE EXPERIENCES

Based on the feedback from our user study, we offered several guidelines for future designers of ARchitect and implemented three example experiences for demonstration.

Design Guidelines

Use passive haptics. Since Players generally responded with positive excitement to the implementation of passive haptics in MushroomHunt, we encourage future designers to make use of physical props as passive haptics in the virtual world. Some of these props may be interacted in a one-off approach (e.g. sitting on chair) while others may be extended throughout the experience (e.g. carrying shovel to collect mushrooms).

Build imaginary worlds. As long as the affordances of virtual proxies match those of physical objects, there is no limitation on how the virtual world may be perceived visually. Designers are encouraged to repurpose common objects in the physical scene with otherworldly designs that transport the Player to a different space or time.

Map virtual proxies with deliberation. Ensuring that suitable virtual proxies are mapped with appropriate size, orientation, and scale is important for creating a safe and believable virtual experience. Findings from Simeone et al. [37] and Kwon et al [27] also advise Assistants to minimize mismatches in manipulable parts of interactables (e.g. handles), select proxies in consideration of how shape and texture may affect the Player’s expectation of haptics, and take note that reality-based virtual environments have stricter mapping requirements.

Create fake barriers and obstacles. An interesting area for exploration is to exploit the asymmetric relationship between Assistant and Player to create indistinguishable “fake barriers and obstacles” that do not correspond to physical objects as means to manipulate space in the virtual world. From our user study, Players still tended to avoid these objects during their navigation. Nonetheless, Assistants are advised not to create “fake interactables” as the illusion is lost once Player try to interact with them.

Utilize modularity for theme consistency. Virtual experiences designed with ARchitect generally consist of five components:
scene, boundary, obstacle, interactable, and game objects. The modularity of the experience means that each of the components may be designed in groups with consideration of theme consistency. For example, in a car simulation virtual experience, there may be three different types of virtual proxies for the obstacle component: traffic cones, boulders from a landslide, and deer. All of these choices reflect obstacles that may be logically seen on the road.

**Design engaging storylines.** With the introduction of “interactables” in ARchitect, we encourage future designers to design engaging narratives where Players may perform different interactions to complete various tasks within a storyline, such as the ones designed in *MushroomHunt*. The narratives may also be non-linear to promote replayable experiences.

### Example Experiences

We further implemented example experiences to illustrate applications of the design guidelines and demonstrate ARchitect’s ability of supporting VR experience design from three directions: (1) repurpose design, (2) level design, and (3) personalization through modular design.

**LavaEscape (Repurpose Design)**

In *LavaEscape*, we explore the benefit of ARchitect for in situ repurposing of everyday objects into game elements. *LavaEscape* is inspired by the game: The floor is lava [13], in which players pretend that the ground is made of lava and climb onto furniture to move around without coming in contact with the floor. In *LavaEscape*, the Assistant first maps interactables in the room that afford to be stood on or climbed on to virtual rocks (Figure 9a). After the Assistant is finished with the mapping, the Player begins the game from the ground. A virtual lava plane then emerges from ground level and subsequently rises incrementally with time. Thus, the Player has to climb across interactables with increasing heights in order to stay above the level of the lava plane (Figure 9b-d).

**LavaEscape** was designed to investigate the possibilities of repurposing physical objects in the room into passive haptics, without the need for specialized props to fit a storyline. The experience also examines the Assistant’s ability to select appropriate physical objects for mapping (e.g. stable objects to be stood on) as well as the ability to accurately fine-tune the size, orientation, and scale of virtual proxies for a reality-based virtual environment with strict mapping requirements.

**Maze (Level Design)**

In *Maze*, we explore the use of ARchitect for level design. The Assistant first considers the physical room configuration to create a virtual maze by mapping the boundaries of the room with virtual walls and using virtual walls to enclose obstacles (and interactables). The Assistant may also place indistinguishable “fake” virtual walls (e.g. virtual walls that do not correspond to any physical object or barrier) to increase the complexity of the maze (Figure 10b). Hence, the same physical environment may be used for the design of multiple “maze levels” through different configurations of fake virtual walls. Finally, the Assistant is to place a treasure chest in the maze to indicate the final checkpoint. The treasure chest is a 3D spatial audio source implemented with Google Resonance Audio (Figure 10a). The Player’s task is then to find a route in the virtual maze (possibility planted with fake walls) to reach the location of the treasure chest (Figure 10c).

**Sandbox (Personalization through Modular Design)**

In *Sandbox*, we illustrate the ability to create personalized experiences by exploring the modularity of ARchitect. Rather than being a game with pre-configured virtual proxies, *Sandbox* is a testbed for Assistants to establish their own game theme and configure their own set of virtual proxies for different components of the virtual world. Thus, Assistants define their own scene (sky and floor) as well as sets of virtual proxies to represent boundaries, obstacles, interactables, or game objects, selected from Google Poly, a library of 3D models. In an example, we established the theme to be a futuristic skateboard
While ARchitect was positively received in our user study, Affordance Recommender in ARchitect through pre-defined, Assistant to perform careful fine-tuning for alignment. A positive experience was achieved in our user study. In the sandbox, a physical skateboard controller was also implemented to interact with the virtual environment. The experience may be reconfigured to a different theme (e.g., aquatic or space).

The electric skateboard controller is a skateboard attached with an Arduino microcontroller with a gyroscope on the lower back, a pressure sensor on the upper front, and Turnigy Aerodrive SK3 brushless motors on the wheels for actuation. The Arduino reads data from the gyroscope and pressure sensor to detect the Player’s actions, which is classified into three categories: turning left by tilting to the left of the skateboard, turning right by tilting to the right of the skateboard, and going forward by stepping on the pressure sensor.

Sandbox was designed to highlight the benefits of modularity for the personalization of game design using ARchitect. As seen from the given example, it is relatively straightforward for the Assistant to decide a central game theme and then to define virtual proxies in component groups. For example, the Assistant may also easily change the theme to be aquatic or space and define the virtual proxies accordingly (Figure 11c-d). In Sandbox, we also explore the possibility of incorporating a physical controller into the virtual experience, perhaps even extending to haptic actuators to blend active haptics.

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER WORK

While ARchitect was positively received in our user study, there are still several challenges that we plan to address for future work.

First, even with scene understanding as an aid, overlaying virtual proxies on top of physical objects still required the Assistant to perform careful fine-tuning for alignment. A possible improvement may be reproducing the implementation of Nuernberger et al. [33] by extracting 3D edge and planar constraints for “snapping.” Second, we implemented the Affordance Recommender in ARchitect through pre-defined, direct mapping of object classes to affordances, which is fairly limited. For example, we manually mapped a detection of the “chair” object class to detecting a “sitting on” interactable. However, a chair may also afford interactions other than sitting. We hope to further explore the affordance taxonomy to improve the flexibility of the Affordance Recommender. Third, we currently adopt a static visualization of interactables in VR. For example, a static virtual shovel appears in the corner of the Player’s view when ARchitect detects a physical umbrella in the camera feed. We expect to extend this into a dynamic visualization by automatically adjusting the position and size of the interactable visualization according to the bounding box coordinates retrieved from object detection. Fourth, Players have suggested areas for improving the general virtual experience. These include adding full-body tracking, animation, and sound to increase realism and improving the frame rate to reduce dizziness in VR. Fifth, we anticipate a more rigorous technical evaluation on the Scene Understanding and Affordance Recommender components to verify a precise and generalizable system. For Scene Understanding, we plan to extensively evaluate tracking accuracy in various scenes and lighting conditions and assess drifting error. For Affordance Recommender, we intend to evaluate top-5 classification accuracy for various indoor objects (e.g., furniture). Finally, ARchitect currently facilitates a dynamic that encourages the Assistant to lead the Player through the asymmetry of AR and VR and in an asynchronous manner. However, it would be interesting to extend ARchitect to applications where the roles may be balanced or even reversed (Player leading Assistant). Moreover, we also plan to improve ARchitect so that partnership may be done in a synchronous manner while preserving safety and presence for the Player. We anticipate an approach by learning the saliency of the Player based on work from Sitzmann et al. [38].

CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented ARchitect, a proof-of-concept prototype which facilitates flexible customization of a virtual experience based on the physical environment. By bringing human-in-the-loop, ARchitect provides the Assistant an AR interface with scene understanding aid to translate affordances of physical objects to interactions with virtual proxies. We conducted a within-subjects study (9 user pairs) comparing ARchitect to a baseline condition (Assistant guiding Player through verbal instruction), showing a decreased perceived workload for Assistants and Players and increased VR presence and trust in the Assistant for Players. We further provided guidelines for future designers of ARchitect and implemented three example experiences for demonstration.
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